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How Epion
Helps

HOW EPION HELPS

‘‘

We are too busy with entering data into athena
and dealing with paper. There’s just not enough
time to actually help patients.
Check-inTM eliminates the manual
entry of demographic data and
paper processing (i.e. printing, faxing
and shredding)
InsurProTM enables you to verify
insurance ahead of appointments
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VALUES

2.5 Hours

Per Day / Employee

$200 - $300

Materials savings
Per Month / Provider

VALUE

Shorter lines

HOW EPION HELPS

‘‘
3

I wish we could get the front staff to do a better
job of collecting patient co-pays and balances.
Epion Check-inTM forces a workflow
by presenting patients with a
detailed statement of balances due
at the time of service.

VALUE

10% - 20%

Increase in TOS
Collections

HOW EPION HELPS

‘‘
4

The schedule is always falling behind, and I can’t
catch up because I have too much clinical data
to enter into athena.
With Check-inTM, patients update
their own information … and the
clinical staff only needs to review
and reconcile.

VALUE

3-6

Minutes Saved
Per Patient

HOW EPION HELPS

‘‘

For my more complex patients, I don’t have
enough time to complete enough history that
would allow me to bill at levels 4 and 5, when
applicable.
Epion Check-inTM forces a workflow
that allows the patient to complete a
thorough history and review of
systems… making it much easier to
meet the heavy Office Visit history
requirements.
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VALUE

$300 - $400
Per Month Per
Provider

HOW EPION HELPS

‘‘

We have to work too many claims based on not
having accurate patient information.
Check-inTM ensures much more
accurate demographic data
leading to fewer denied claims.
InsurProTM enables you to identify nonparticipating insurances and
authorizations issues ahead of time.
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VALUE

1% - 3%

Denied Claims
Reduction

VALUE

Fewer Failed
Appointments and
Write-Offs

